This paper surveys the state-of-the-art automatic object extraction techniques from aerial imagery.
Introduction
Automatic extraction of objects such as buildings or roads from digital aerial imagery is not only scientifically challenging but also of major practical importance for data acquisition and update of Geographic Information System (GIS) databases or site models.
In this paper, the term "extraction" is used for the detection as well as for the reconstruction of objects. "Detection" means that objects are found based on simpler features and camera models resulting in simple two-(2D) or three-dimensional (3D) models. On the other hand, for a highly accurate "reconstruction", knowledge about the object's geometry and especially topology is assumed to be given and more complex camera models as well as high quality data are used. The basic reason why the two terms are combined in this paper is their interdependence: The semantics of an object (detection) depends directly on its geometric extent (reconstruction). More practically speaking, some recent approaches give an indication that only by a precise reconstruction of an object enough evidence can be achieved to exclude wrong object types.
The paper surveys the state-of-the-art automatic object extraction techniques from (digital) aerial imagery. The survey is extensive, but it does not claim to be complete. Some surveys give an overview of the whole area [1, 2] , whereas others review only building extraction techniques [3, 4] , or the role of Artificial Intelligence (AI) [5] . This survey includes approaches for object extraction from satellite images, which influence the extraction from aerial imagery. It only covers models and strategies. Specific algorithms or techniques derived from them are not reviewed, to limit the extent of the survey. Though the combination and integration of the models and strategies with human interaction to build semi-automatic systems [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] is of major practical importance, the survey only deals with the automatic parts of the extraction. This is due to the fact that the problems linked to human-computer interaction constitute a challenge in their own right.
The basic idea of the survey is to present a combined model and strategy covering the knowledge in the field. To give insight into how it arose, some approaches for building extraction were selected which are described in more detail and assessed according to some well-defined criteria. The detailed analysis is given only for the building extraction approaches, because they present the majority of the work.
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The survey consists of four parts: In Section 2 criteria are introduced which allow for an assessment of the approaches according to their complexity. Then, characteristic approaches, selected according to their relevance at the time of their development, exemplifying various ways to extract buildings from aerial imagery are assessed, starting with the complexity of data an approach can handle (cf. Section 3). The actual assessment is split into a characterization of the models and strategies as well as a classification of the approaches.
The assessment of the approaches gives rise to the combined model and strategy representing the current knowledge in the field (cf. Section 4). Because of the diversity of the approaches, the combined model and strategy is based on the state-of-the-art derived from buildings and other object types. "Combined" expresses that, at least potentially, all objects which are depicted in the given data are modeled. The Section is complemented with outstanding issues whose importance has become clear only recently. Finally, after a short summary several highly promising directions of further research are explored in Section 5.
Criteria for the Assessment of the Approaches
This Section proposes criteria, which allow for an assessment of different approaches according to their complexity. After showing the link between assessment and complexity, the data and their complexity are treated in more detail. The criteria for the assessment of the complexity of images, models, and strategies conclude the Section.
Assessment and Complexity
The assessment of the approaches is based on the idea of [12] to distinguish strategies according to their suitability for data, i.e., images, and models of different complexity. For aerial imagery this has the following consequences: The complexity of their content is relatively high (cf. Subsection 2.2). Additionally, all models, for example, the model for a building are quite complex. They possess a high variability and exhibit many details. Because of this double complexity, the socalled "combined strategy" [12] , i.e., a combination of other strategies, is suited best. Nevertheless, Automatic Object Extraction from Aerial Imagery 5 not all approaches use the same strategy and therefore the complexity of the strategy is assessed in this paper, too.
The suitability of the combined strategy does not exclude the use of simpler strategies for parts of the problem. In the most simple case a "feature vector classification" of a pixel or a region is enough. If one wants to find, e.g., cars as an evidence for a road, a "fitting of possibly simple models to radiometry" might be promising.
Another way of assessment which distinguishes a signal-or feature-based representation of the images and a geometry-/physics-based or biologic-/semantics-based representation of the models, is presented in [13] . It is similar to the one chosen here as the signal-or feature-based representation of images can be seen as expressing a low or a high complexity.
Data and its Complexity
The complexity of aerial imagery is mostly due to the large number of different objects depicted.
Problems which arise from the dynamics of the scene, e.g., by moving objects, the seasons, etc., are not considered here. The number of objects depends mainly on two factors. The first is content (cf. Figure 1 ). An old European city center is considerably more complex than a rural part of the Mid West of the USA. A further classification of the content according to density (rural, suburban, urban), object complexity (residential, industrial, military), architecture (elaborate, plain, none), terrain (flat, hilly, mountainous), or vegetation (none, moderate, heavy) is not considered in this paper, though it might be useful for future attempts to evaluate the performance of object extraction approaches. The second factor is the observability of the different objects. It depends on several prerequisites. The most important is resolution. It can be low, i.e., > 1 m, medium, i.e., 0.2 m and 1 m, or high, i.e., < 0.2 m. Other prerequisites are image quality in terms of contrast and noise, and the season. Both are not taken into account for the remainder of the paper, as they are assumed to be optimized for the given task.
Since digital aerial imagery is generated in most cases by scanning of analog film, the resolution is also dependent on the image scale which can be small, medium, or large. Typical image scales vary between approximately 1 : 70 000 and about 1 : 4000. A scanning of the latter ones with Automatic Object Extraction from Aerial Imagery 6 a resolution of 15 m results in a ground resolution of 6 cm. This high resolution is especially needed for the extraction of buildings which may comprise small details such as gutters not visible in larger ground pixels. For other objects such as roads, a ground pixel size of 20 cm or even more is enough which can be gained by scanning images with scales like 1 : 12 000.
Another important prerequisite for observability is the number of images a scene can be found in. Mono, stereo-, and multiple images can be distinguished. The more images an object can be seen in, the better its 3D-geometry can be reconstructed. This is especially important for buildings.
What is more, multiple images also reduce problems with occlusion. Color is also very helpful to extract buildings and vegetation. For vegetation in many cases color infrared images are used.
There is a multitude of other data besides aerial imagery which can be used for object extraction.
According to its resolution, satellite imagery, for instance, is approaching medium scale aerial imagery. Besides three-line scanners such as MOMS-02/D2 [14] with fore and aft along track stereo, a ground resolution of about 6 m in the nadir view and about 18 m in the forward and backward looking view as well as multi-spectral capabilities, sensors with less than 1 m ground resolution for the pan-chromatic and less than 4 m for the multi-spectral channels are planned for the near future [15] . Especially the latter can be more suitable for some applications than aerial imagery.
Extremely interesting for an automatic interpretation are approaches which directly measure range/height data by means of laser scanning [16] . The ground resolution can be down to 0.25 m with a precision for the height of about 0.1 m.
For an empirical examination of the complexity, content and resolution are linked. The question is: Which objects can be mapped at which resolution? Basically, analogously to the Nyquisttheorem an object has to be sampled with a spatial resolution which is half the size of the object to be distinguished from other objects. Though, much smaller objects can be seen when their contrast to the surroundings is relatively high. More specifically, [14] presents the visual recognizability of different object types for satellite imagery depending on the minimum ground pixel size (cf. Table   1 ) which should be mostly transferable to aerial imagery. Recognizability means that the location as well as the object type can be determined. For acquiring GIS data there are higher demands Automatic Object Extraction from Aerial Imagery 7 concerning resolution if attributes of the objects are to be acquired, too.
In summary, the complexity of images depends on the scene content and on the observability of objects and therefore on the resolution. Avoiding unnecessary complexity which could disturb the extraction is especially important for automatic extraction. Basically, there is a minimum complexity to solve the problem (cf. Figure 2) . If the problem is solvable, the complexity may not be optimum in two ways: Either the optimum solution is not reached, or it is achieved inefficiently by using too complex data, model, or strategy.
Since the complexity of the data depends strongly on the resolution, the latter should be chosen sufficiently small so that the important details of the objects can be recognized. It is also possible that there is more than one optimum solution. For roads, a coarse resolution of about 10 m is, for instance, ideal to detect hypotheses for highways, a medium resolution of 3 to 5 m to detect the different traffic-lanes, and a high resolution down to 10 cm to extract the borders of the pavements and the markings. In [17] it is shown, how based on different scale-spaces [18] , values for the resolution/scales can be determined analytically. What is more, it is also shown analytically, how disturbing objects like cars can be eliminated from the road by means of scale-spaces.
Complexity Criteria for the Assessment of Images, Models, and Strategies
Before presenting the complexity criteria, the criticism of the current state-of-the-art image analysis [19, 20, 21] is considered. Its combination with the more specific criticism of the approaches for object extraction from aerial imagery in [22] and the postulated "enlarging the peephole" in terms of spatial, spectral, temporal, and contextual components of [23] , results in the following points of special importance:
1. The performance of the extraction should be evaluated for general validity using as many images as possible. This should not only be done visually, but also based on performance measures.
2. Spatial resolution should be appropriate for the problem. 4. The extraction should be done in object-space, as only there much of the knowledge about the real world can be used. It is for instance hard to compare the width of a road in pixels with the model. For this, knowledge about the sensor and its orientation is a must.
5. It is better to integrate different kinds of methods than to use only one technique for the solution of the problem: "multiple methods are found along the path to enlightenment; there are no silver bullets" [22] . The use of spectral or temporal information is of special importance.
6. Object extraction should be done in a highly integrated fashion. More specifically, the context of the extraction should be adapted: As soon as new information is available it is used to simplify the extraction.
The first and the second point correspond to the key point complexity of data (an approach can handle) in Table 2 . It is subdivided into resolution and content according to Subsection 2.2. The first point is more implicitly contained, as the performance of object extraction is admittedly of first interest for the application, but it is not evaluated for most approaches up to now.
The third point agrees with the key point complexity of model. It is split first into the representation formalisms ("implicit" in Table 2 means that the knowledge is hidden in the program code) and the focusing on geometry and/or radiometry. The last two are according to [23] 
Selected Approaches for Building Extraction and their Assessment
The goal of this Section is to introduce and assess several characteristic examples of approaches for building extraction from aerial imagery. Together with the presentation of the approaches the complexity of data they can handle is assessed (cf. Subsection 3.1). Only then, the "relative" assessment of the approaches is presented in Subsections 3.2, and 3.3 according to the complexity of model and the complexity of strategy as motivated in Subsection 2.3. "Relative" means that only the comparison between the approaches is important. The assessment according to an "absolute" goal is carried out by a classification of the models and strategies (cf. Subsection 3.4) only so far, as a very coarse estimate of the distance to the most important goal, the extraction of objects for GIS databases or site models, is given.
Complexity of Data
Herman and Kanade's approach [24] was selected as it is an often cited early approach for the extraction of buildings which uses AI-focused 3D-reasoning in combination with heuristics about the vertical and horizontal directions of lines to extract buildings as rectangular prisms. Some years later buildings still were modeled as rectangular prisms, but the 3D-structure was generated by matching higher level structures such as rectangles in stereo images found by grouping rectangular or parallel edges [25] . What can be done in single, possibly oblique images to extract flat and peaked roof buildings using shadows and visible vertical edges based on vanishing points is exemplified by [26] . Wang et al. [27] demonstrate that the semantics of buildings is not restricted to the geometry. From several images optimally rectified images of walls are calculated and used to extract part structures of windows and doors in the walls which can help to raise the probability of the extraction. That prismatic as well as parameterized buildings, like peaked ones, can be Automatic Object Extraction from Aerial Imagery 10 detected and extracted from a Digital Surface Model (DSM) is shown by [28] . Some of the most recent and sophisticated approaches match primitives such as edges or corners in several images based on a detailed image model, and a complex strategy as presented by [29] and [30] . Whereas [30] only tries to find parts of the roof, in [29] a generic model for buildings was elaborated which consists of a combination of parameterized building parts. Table 3 gives the complexity of data an approach can handle split according to Subsection 2.3 into resolution and content. It can be seen that the most recent approaches are the ones which can handle the most complicated scenes.
Characterization of Models
The models for building extraction show only a weak tendency to use knowledge-based representation formalisms (cf. Table 4 ). Concerning radiometry and geometry there is a significant trend to use edges, i.e., a geometric representation, for the extraction. Since buildings are 3D-objects, mostly 3D-representations, partly supported by 2D representations are exploited. Generic as well as parametric models are utilized. While the former have the advantage of generality, for the latter it can be more easily checked whether the extracted object is a building. For the first approaches the sensor model was often simplified, and it is only a recent tendency to use a detailed photogrammetric sensor model for 3D-reconstruction. The object models are becoming more and more detailed based on complex, generic and parametric 3D-structures (cf. Table 5 ) and are partially extended by part structures. The height of the buildings is modeled in oblique views by an object model comprising vertical walls and in nadir-looking views with a scene model including shadows. Shadows are considered to be a part of the scene model, as they include information beyond the object. The function of objects is only used implicitly when gaining evidence from structure of building-parts such as doors, windows, or vents.
In summary there is an evolution from general techniques to approaches customized for the object type, i.e., the building: It is considered to be very important to utilize the specific knowledge, i.e., the models and strategies, as completely as possible. Though, if it is possible without too much effort, an approach will still be designed for as many object types as possible. Overall there is also a trend to focus on 3D-geometry.
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Characterization of Strategies
Many approaches fuse two (stereo) or more images (cf. Table 6 ). Additionally in [24] multitemporal images are used. This leads to the problem of updating for which the approach taken is relatively simple. In [30] colored images and a DSM [31] are exploited to generate hypotheses for buildings. Grouping is of significant importance and relatively complex schemes are used. It is done in the 2D image as well as in the 3D-scene and [30] even combines both. The control of the approaches is mostly data-driven. Only [29] is based on hypothesize and verify where grouping is used for the hypotheses. Wang et al.'s approach [27] is model-driven as the walls can only be extracted from the image using already existing information. Constraint satisfaction is used in [25, 29] . If it is there at all, internal evaluation is mostly simple. Only [29, 28] use a more complex evaluation based on probability theory or Minimum Description Length (MDL).
In summary there is a change from simpler to more complex strategies. There is a tendency to use more than two images, but also color images or DSM. Grouping is focused on. The trend is towards complex grouping in 2D as well as in 3D. The tendency goes towards mixed strategies.
Some recent approaches use the more general strategy of hypothesize and verify. For internal evaluation more and more complex modeling is used.
Classification of Models and Strategies
The classification of the different approaches regarding their models and strategies is done in two ways: First, by comparing it with the ultimate goal, the extraction of objects for GIS databases or for site models, and second, by showing the most sophisticated approaches.
Compared to the ultimate goal, the results based on the models and strategies of all presented approaches are for images of different characteristics and complex contents far from being useful in practice. Nevertheless, for restricted domains the most recent approaches are getting closer to being useful in practice. This might be the reason why quantitative performance evaluation has received much interest recently [26, 32, 33, 34] . As is to be expected, the most sophisticated approaches for building extraction are the newest ones [29, 30] .
A Combined Model and Strategy for Object Extraction in

Aerial Imagery
The combined model and strategy condenses on one hand the results of the assessment in Section 3.
On the other hand, knowledge about the extraction of other object types than buildings is included here, because there is a big overlap in the model as well as in the strategy, and the overlap can be used to widen the scope without too much effort. The combined model and strategy is subdivided 
Model
The model is organized into general parts and specific parts for buildings. The fact, that the general parts are much larger than the specific parts illustrates that the model is for the most part generic.
The General Parts of the Model are:
Characteristic Properties Are Often the Consequence of the Function of Objects [35, 36] .
Very importantly, they integrate knowledge about the 3D real world into the model. Typical examples for knowledge sources are, apart from constraints concerning the usefulness for humans [37] , construction instructions for different types of buildings or roads. For large parts of the knowledge about function it seems to be enough to take them into consideration for modeling. I.e., it is not necessary to integrate them into the system. [38] makes that the interpretation is not so much affected by sensor characteristics. This is especially important when different kinds of sensors, like optical and radar are utilized. [39, 26, 33, 25, 40] are used for buildings as well as for road pavements (parallel edges). For buildings they are especially suited for simple Automatic Object Extraction from Aerial Imagery 13 types with, e.g., perpendicular outline and flat roof, and the construction of hypotheses for more complex buildings. Though, for modeling of the latter ones they are not sophisticated enough.
The Modeling of Material Properties
2D Geometric/Topologic Regularities
A Detailed Image Model [4, 41, 30, 42, 43, 44] with rich attributes and a feature adjacency graph exploits much better the information contained in the image. Especially for matching in more than one image, the probability can be raised significantly compared to approaches based only on one feature type (mostly edges). [35, 45, 46, 47] are especially useful for roads and vegetation but might be also useful to detect building blocks. For roads in coarse scale, many disturbances are eliminated (cf. Subsection 2.2). The elimination of disturbances helps to bridge gaps and to get a more complete road network. Coarse scales can be generated artificially using scale-spaces. The local modeling of single objects such as trees by using appearancebased approaches [48] is exploited in fine scale. This avoids the transition from image space to object space.
Levels of Abstraction and Scale
The Geometric/Topologic Neighborhood [49, 50, 38, 51] , i.e., the spatial context, describes the spatial arrangement of objects. For example, shadows can be used to detect buildings.
Intersections or cars have a direct relation to a road, whereas trees or buildings are needed because they cast shadows or occlude roads on one hand, and because they form rows parallel to the road on the other hand. [35, 52] [27, 53, 35, 49, 54] , also called substructures can be used as local evidence for objects. Typical examples comprise cars on the road, doors, or windows in the Automatic Object Extraction from Aerial Imagery 14 wall, as well as dormer windows or vents on the roof. These objects show a characteristic arrangement among each other and regarding the object they are part of. Often it is useful to rectify the images before the extraction of the part structures to get a standardized situation.
Global and Local Context
Structures of Parts
Statistic Modeling [55, 56] extends the widely used, more or less functional and deterministic modeling. With probabilistic methods the uncertainty of the data as well as of the model can be propagated and used for controling the analysis.
Specific Parts of the Model for Building Extraction comprise:
Shadows [34, 57, 26, 58] and Walls (Vertical Edges) [26, 34, 57, 59 ] are very good evidence for the 3D-interpretation of mono images. Nevertheless, in some cases there are problems:
For shadows they emerge from non-planar terrain close to the building, from shadows cast on buildings close-by, or from the fact that shadows could be occluded by the object itself in oblique views. On the other hand, vertical walls are mainly visible in oblique views but can be occluded by other objects. Nevertheless, it is not clear, why shadows, and especially vertical edges are used so seldom for building extraction from two or more images.
The 3D-Geometry in 2 Images [29, 30, 42, 33, 60, 61, 62, 63] based on a camera model and given orientations gives a valuable indication for the existence of the 3D-structure characteristic for buildings. The more images from different directions are used, the higher is the chance to exclude wrong matches.
A Generic 3D-Model [29] which consists of surfaces and a Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) modeling is maybe the best starting point for a more generic building extraction. All other representations either cannot describe a complex building properly, or it seems difficult to decide that a structure cannot be a building [30] . As a restrictive comment it has to be added that it is not yet clear if there are structures which "cannot be a building".
Aspects [4, 29] derived from a generic description consisting of building terminals and connectors allow for a parallel modeling in 2D image and 3D object model by enabling an explicit transition between these two. Automatic Object Extraction from Aerial Imagery 
Strategy
The parts of the strategy are organized in the same way as in Subsection 4.1.
The General Parts of the Strategy are:
Appearance-Based Approaches [53, 45] avoid the explicit transition from image model to object model [48] . With them, objects like trees can be extracted, for which the modeling is quite difficult by other means because they have a relatively varying appearance. They also can be used for the extraction of details on the rooftop or cars on roads when the resolution is close to the point where these objects cannot be extracted any more.
Grouping [39, 26, 33, 25, 64, 40] , i.e., the search for geometric/topologic regularities, allows for focusing on parts of objects and therefore limits the search space. An often encountered problem is that the regularities specified are not strict enough to ensure a reliable extraction.
Grouping should therefore be accompanied by verification. [35, 65] the extraction is at the same time sped up as well as improved. By using multiple scales one can start with reliable structures in coarse scale and use them to focus the extraction on the specific areas and object types in fine scale.
By means of the Focus on Different Scales
In many cases, instead of changing the scale in the image by means of scale-spaces [18] , image pyramids can be used. This significantly accelerates the processing of the small scale. [49, 1] is done by predicting an object given another object with a spatial relation to it. Many objects receive their semantics only in this way, which is especially true if they cannot be recognized, or are at least hard to extract by themselves.
Hypotheses Generation and Search/Resegmentation Based on Spatial Context
When Focusing on Contexts [35] [53, 35, 27, 49, 54] improves the probability of hypotheses. Here, it is assumed that part structures cannot be extracted directly in many cases. However, if there is a hypothesis about the object to be extracted, its spatial constraint makes the extraction of the part structures possible. For buildings, single objects such as doors or window cannot be interpreted by themselves (e.g., black blobs), but their arrangement make their semantics and, at the same time, the semantics of the object itself clear. [8, 66, 42, 67 ] enables a geometric improvement of objects with already clear semantics, but weaklydefined outlines. Typical examples are snakes [68] or "model-based optimization" [8] . Recent results on the extraction of roads in shadowed regions [66] show that snakes are also useful to extract objects when only a stabilized geometry makes the extraction of useful image features possible. [49, 28, 30, 42] comprises for the data not only color but also multi-spectral images and images from different sensors. Although, the color in images is not stable due to the indirect lighting of shadowed objects, color images are for instance useful for limiting the search space of building extraction by using the fact that many roofs are red. Additionally, there can be, more or less, unexpected colors of the roofs, [29, 30, 42, 33, 61, 62, 43, 69] valuable information about the 3D-geometry of parts of buildings can be gained especially when using Automatic Object Extraction from Aerial Imagery 17 many images from different directions. To get a good approximation, and therefore to improve the probability of the matching, a DSM should be used when available. Methods to produce dense and reliable DSM for urban areas by image matching are, e.g., [70, 71] .
The Generation of Evidence from Structures of Parts/Substructures
Balancing Image Information versus Geometric Model in an Automatic Process
The Fusion of Data and of Algorithms
The Use of Aspects [29] , i.e., the sequence 3D-points ) building-part ) building ) matching of building-parts to image primitives, allows for a direct transition from image to object model and vice versa. A modeling based on aspects as described in Subsection 4.1 is a prerequisite for this. [28, 72, 70, 16, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78] are a little unprecise and unreliable, as especially vegetation is often mixedup with the buildings. Therefore, the results are used for applications with not too high requirements such as telecommunication planning or as robust approximation for further extraction using image information.
The results of the Extraction of Hypotheses for Buildings from DSM
Outstanding Issues for Model and Strategy
The importance of three outstanding issues has become clear only recently.
First, scale or resolution of an image are not only important due to their link to the observability of objects or parts of objects. More importantly, by the abstraction in the coarse scales generated by scale-spaces, features in the image such as lines can be linked directly to objects like roads [65, 35, 17] . Second, the context and its spatial organization renders a highly effective means to impose structure on the knowledge [38, 35, 52] . This makes it possible to construct large consistent models and strategies tackling the complexity of the objects.
Third, the 3D-structure of objects such as vegetation and especially buildings is the key to their recognition. There are two ways which ideally should be combined: DSM are quite effective for detecting vegetation and buildings [28, 70, 73] . The reliability is improved considerably if a DSM from active laser scanning is used [72, 16, 79] .
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The matching of features in more than two passive images using the information from the DSM as an approximation and a detailed image model results in highly reliable 3D-structures [41, 30] . These can be combined with the knowledge from the model [29] .
Summary and Directions for Further Research
This paper has surveyed the state-of-the-art automatic object extraction techniques from aerial imagery. Characteristic approaches were assessed based on their models and strategies using well- Local contexts can be modeled more in depth. It could be analyzed which objects should be treated, which relations are of highest importance and how objects and relations should be formalized best.
For the structures of parts it could be investigated how relevant details such as cars, dormer windows, doors and windows are for their extraction as well as how important they are for the verification of hypotheses.
The function of objects should be used more explicitly. This could be done, for instance, by autonomous agents, simulating pedestrians or cars, which are checking the functional plausibility of the result of extraction.
Concerning fusion it could be investigated which additional sensors are useful. The investigation should be accompanied by a further exploration of sophisticated algorithms especially evaluating their performance for different applications.
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Other sensors could aid to make more use of the material properties. In particular, data from future imaging, possibly multi-spectral laser scanners is of interest [79] , as they make available reflection information, more or less, independent of lighting conditions.
To improve the versatility of object extraction, machine learning techniques [80] such as evolutionary algorithms [81] or storing sets of parameters, e.g., for textures, or widths of roads come into mind. An example for learning parts of the model for buildings is presented in [82] . The reference data needed for learning could come from a GIS. Storing of the sets of parameters could, for instance, be made dependent on local or global context and on an even more general type of surroundings, like rural areas close to the mountains, industrial landscape, etc. For the time being it is assumed that the basic structures have to be formulated before learning can help for the details.
The variability of the objects is treated insufficiently. That is, most approaches assume that an object has only one kind of appearance. For example, buildings are mostly assumed to be polyhedra. Roof-gardens or highly non-planar shapes of buildings designed by modern architects are not considered. Here, a "multi-model" is proposed for the appearance which takes this variability into account. A strategy might be to tackle the appearance which is most prominent in an area first, and only to use other ones if this fails.
Of utmost importance is a more detailed modeling. To extract more general types of buildings, not only dormer windows or gutters, but also knowledge about architecture should be incorporated. For a more detailed modeling, again, machine learning could be used (see above).
Internal evaluation is closely related to the previous item. In many cases it is not enough to construct a deterministic model, but it has to be complemented by a statistical component, i.e., probabilistic methods, to decide about the semantics of the objects. For every object and its relations there must be a separate evaluation. For determining the a priori and conditional probabilities, again, machine learning could be helpful.
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Apart from its importance for the decision about the semantics the internal evaluation of objects is also needed for control. It depends not only on the knowledge about the local or global context (model and strategy) but also on the data, i.e., the objects to be extracted and their surroundings. In an addition to the missing evaluation of the individual local or global contexts, it is not clear, how -given these quite complex conditions -a consistent evaluation can be achieved at all.
Altogether, there are several promising directions to go, maybe some which have not been thought of yet. Data from imaging laser scanners have opened up ways, which few people could imagine some years ago. Since object extraction in aerial imagery has received much attraction recently, there is a chance to make good progress and to reach the point where automatic object extraction becomes feasible for practical applications. 
